Interactions between the trp repressor and its operator sequence as studied by base analogue substitution.
A series of modified trp operator sequences has been prepared by the incorporation of seven different base analogues. Four of the analogues allow the site-specific deletion of functional groups present on the dA-dT and dT-dA base pairs at positions -4/+4 and -5/+5 in the trp operator. The remaining three analogues permit the incorporation of structural analogues of the native dA-dT or dG-dC base pairs. The duplex operator sequences all exhibit Tm values well above ambient temperature (48-70 degrees C), and these values generally correlate very well with the number of interstrand hydrogen bonds present. The affinity between the trp repressor and 14 modified operator sequences was examined using a recently developed alkaline phosphatase protection assay. The results from the analogue sequences used in this study suggest that the structure of the dA-dT or dT-dA base pairs at positions -4/+4 and -5/+5, respectively, has relatively little effect upon the solution binding by the trp repressor, but the protein is very sensitive to the orientation of the amino and carbonyl functional groups at the -4/+4 positions, which are involved in the formation of an interbase hydrogen bond present in the major groove. (The term structure in this case refers to the hydrogen bonding structure of the base pairs. We recognize that the introduction of conservative functional group deletions or reversals may affect other structural criteria such as hydration.) The deletion of individual functional groups from the operator sequence suggests that the carbonyl at dT+4 is critical for formation of the high-affinity sequence-specific complex. Additionally, the thymine methyl group at dT+4 and the N7 nitrogen of dA+5 appear to be critical contacts necessary for high-affinity binding by the repressor. The thymine carbonyl and the adenine N7 nitrogen are each responsible for approximately -1.5 kcal/mol of apparent free energy of binding. The thymine methyl provides a somewhat smaller contribution of -0.7 kcal/mol. Deletion of either of the adenine amino groups at dA-4 or dA+5 results in a sequence that binds to the repressor with a higher affinity than observed with the native sequence; this can be explained in that the functional groups lost are not critical for binding, and the resulting increased flexibility of the operator, or the creation of a more hydrophobic surface at these sites, enhances van der Waals contacts between the protein and the nucleic acid.